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July 13, 2006

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Inspection 03034006/2006001, KCI Technologies, Inc.
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania Site and Notice of Violation

Gentlemen:

In response to Mr. Kinneman's letter of June 13, 2006, KCI would like to offer the following

reason and the corrective steps being taken to bring us into compliance.

In November of 2003, Mr. Greg Shuler left the employment of KCI Technologies, Inc. Mr.
Shuler was the Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) for KCI under License Number 3730259-01.
Upon his departure, KCI began trying to find his replacement as the RSO and found that there
wvere no current training classes available in the near future.

KCI then reevaluated our need for the gauges and the license. It was decided that since our
Pennsylvania Division did not use the gauges on a regular basis that we would let the license
expire and use sub-consultants to perform the tests when needed.

The gauges were then sent to our Lorena, MD lab for storage and for use by others. Since the
gauges were no longer in Pennsylvania and we were no longer going to use them, KCI did not
feel that a RSO had to be provided.

We now know that this was not the proper procedure to follow, and we are prepared to take
corrective actions. As a corrective action, KCI will be letting our current license lapse and will
be coordinating with our Lorena, MD Lab for future usage under their license.

KCI hopes this action wvill bring us back into compliance with the NRC policy.

Very l or4

M chael Marso

Vice President
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